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Just witnessed RoguePlay’s  

mesmerizing Blood Wedding.  

Stunning aerial circus indeed. 

Theatre Fever Festival 2013 

 

 

I love to see strong female  

roles in theatre.  

Charles Small,  

The Drum Arts  
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BLOOD 

WEDDING 

Join us for a highly physical performance of Lorca’s classic tale of 

passion, morality and vengeance.  
 

Blood Wedding was written by celebrated Spanish dramatist Federico Lorca in 1932.  A 

tragedy in three acts, Lorca’s Blood Wedding, pivots around the uneasy marriage of two 

villagers, against a violent backdrop of betrayal, family feuding and death. Combining the 

text with Physical Theatre, Aerial Circus and Acrobatics, against a powerful Spanish 

soundtrack, RoguePlay deliver their version of Lorca's scorching classic.  

 

The piece takes the audience through this passionate tale, where the supernatural meets the 

natural through stunning aerial work, where battles are fought through Capoeira and where 

love and loss go hand in hand with poetry and Spanish guitar. The audience follows the 

silent, fierce energy of Leonardo, the maternal instinct of the Mother that sours into 

obsession and flares into violence, the wild passion of the rebellious bride, the blood thirsty 

Moon and the perverse sensuality of Death, in a tragic story where it seems the whole 

impulse of the universe is hostile to human fulfillment.  

BOOKING FOR OCTOBER & NOVEMBER 2014 

 

DEVELOPMENT & HISTORY 

Funded by Arts Council England, RoguePlay went through a research and development 

period for Blood Wedding where the focus of the work was the integration of the classic 

narrative and text with Physical Theatre and Aerial Circus. This development was also 

supported by Jacksons Lane Theatre, London, where the piece had a 30 minute extract 

performance for industry professionals and feedback. 

 

I came home with lots of positive thoughts about Blood Wedding. It was a work in progress 

and had so much to offer and love about it. 

Adrian Berry, Jacksons Lane Theatre 

 

Following this performance, the work went back into rehearsal and was performed for 

further feedback at RoguePlay’s studio in Minerva Works, Birmingham. Suitable for small to 

medium sized venues with a running time of 1hr 20mins, RoguePlay are now booking the 

tour of the full piece for October- November 2014. 

Blood Wedding is also an A2 set text with the AQA examining board making it ideal for school 

groups.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WORKSHOP/POST SHOW DISCUSSIONS 

Given that the work is relevant to school and college group audiences, RoguePlay are keen to 

offer workshops and/or post-show discussions around performances. Workshops can be run 

in Devising Physical Theatre Using Classic Texts or Aerial Circus. Workshops can be available 

to those aged 14+ for Devising, and 7+ for Aerial. The length of workshops can be discussed 

with the venue. Post-show discussions will be for 30 minutes after performance with the 

whole Company.  

  

TESTIMONIALS 

Just witnessed RoguePlay’s mesmerizing Blood Wedding, Stunning aerial circus indeed.  

Theatre Fever Festival 2013 

 

Blood Wedding by Rogue Play is a highly original interpretation, incorporating theatre, 

dance, music and aerial acrobatics. The dramatic lighting and staging heightens the tension 

as the performance reaches its bloody climax. A must see!  

Ian Sergeant, Independent Producer  

 

Visually strong; particularly through the use of the roses and the rose petals and the 

dramatic use of the back curtain towards the end of the piece.     

Katherine ford, Hangar arts  

 

A refreshing way of presenting what some have described as a dark piece. I certainly 

enjoyed the performances of aerial acro and I love to see strong female roles in theatre. 

Charles Small, The Drum Arts Centre 

 

BIOGRAPHY 

RoguePlay is Birmingham's Highly Physical Theatre Company. Our work is for all those young 

or old, with a love of theatre, capturing new stories and characters through stunning physical 

theatre, aerial circus, acrobatics and the spoken word.   

 

The Rogues spend a lot of time in the studio training, writing and devising what we call; 

Highly Physical Theatre. Sometimes that means we are hanging from a trapeze, sometimes it 

means we are balancing, lifting or throwing one another, and sometimes it means we are 

trying to do a number of those things whilst speaking a monologue, singing a song or playing 

the accordion. But what it always means is that we are playing with ideas, experimenting with 

the marriage of Circus and Theatre, creating stories and challenging performers.  

 

Most of RoguePlay's work is inspired by human behaviour, moral understandings and the 

reasons why we do the things we do.'  

Kim Charnock, Artistic Director 

 

RoguePlay also run training courses and classes for adults and young people, workshops and 

performances in schools, and training opportunities.  

 

 



 
  

Our most recent works also include;  

 If Only I Could; a 30-minute performance involving 4 artists and 7 local participants, 

commissioned for Birmingham Hippodrome’s Six Summer Saturdays, MAC Birmingham and 

Sandwell & Dudley Festival. All The Things You Can Do Whilst Reading; a piece of outdoor 

aerial for the opening of Birmingham’s New Library, performed in collaboration with Nofit 

State Circus. And Leap of Faith; a medium scale piece performed in Sparkhill Park, 

Birmingham, funded by Birmingham City Council. This piece was also followed with 

participatory aerial workshops for the public.    
 

Kim Charnock: Artistic Director 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lorna Meehan: Associate Director   

 

 

 

 

 

Israel Costa: Performer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anna Simpson: Performer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aaron Twitchen: Performer 

 

 

 

 

 

Israel Costa works with RoguePlay as a performer and is an expert in Capoeira, originally 

from Salvador, Brazil. Israel has been training in Capoeira for twenty years and has trained 

various artists for choreographic purposes including the renowned Circus Company ‘No Fit 

State’. Israel also plays accordion and piano for a number of Brazilian bands based in 

England, and RoguePlay frequently makes use of his playing ability in shows with live music. 

Kim is an experienced Performer and Director. Her primary practice is Physical Theatre, in 

which she has been working since graduating from De Montfort University with a 1st Class 

Theatre degree in 2005. Kim has four years aerial training and seven years acrobatics and 

Capoeira. Kim’s career to date has had a strong focus on creating and directing new highly 

physical theatrical works, often for commission and site-specific locations, as well as writing 

and directing works for other theatre company projects. 
 

 

Lorna is a skilled Physical Theatre Performer and a prolific Performance Poet. Her poetic 

writings are frequently used to develop script and narrative for performance and she 

works alongside Kim to co-direct performances. Lorna has a number of impressive 

performance credits under her belt and extensive experience working with young 

people, delivering workshops and residencies across the ages. 

Anna Simpson is a dance artist who joined RoguePlay a year ago after completing a Masters 

in Dance Performance. She trains in aerial and has worked and performed with various 

choreographers as well as large commercial performances such as the closing ceremony of 

the London 2012 Paralympic Games. Anna’s dance skills are often used in RoguePlay 

performances and she has good experience of working with community groups and young 

people.  

Aaron is a Physical Theatre Performer and Stand-up Comedian, and his writing and comedy 

skills are often used during the devising process. He is a skilled performer with a number of 

theatrical and improvisation credits under his belt, including an extremely successful run at 

the Edinburgh Fringe 2013, where he was described as the best show on the Free Fringe. 



 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

 

GET-IN: One day (Incl. tech set-up) 

GET-OUT: 3 hours 

RUNNING TIME: 1hr 15 mins 

 

 Rigging capabilities for one static trapeze, one aerial silk and one aerial hoop. All 

rigging kit and equipment is provided by the Company (with documentation) but 

the space needs hanging points and a minimum height of 5.5m. The loading 

capacity should support two performers.  

 THEATRES WITH NO RIGGING: RoguePlay will provide the aerial rig. Minimum 

height requirement is 6m.  

 Minimum stage space: 6x6m (excluding wing space) 

 PA to support pre-recorded and live instruments: acoustic guitar and keys.  

 Lighting requirements can be designed according to your rig. A lighting plan will be 

provided. RoguePlay tour with their own technician. 
 

PHOTOS & PRESS 

 

 Please visit www.rogueplay.co.uk for photos, videos and further information on 

RoguePlay’s work. 

 Press enquiries should be directed to Jo Gleave via info@rogueplay.co.uk 

 Printed publicity and e-flyer will be provided by RoguePlay for the venue. 
 

 

BOOKING DETAILS 

 

RoguePlay are tour booking for October & November 2014 

 

The performance costs £1000 for a day (this can incl. a matinee) 

                £1695 for two nights (this can incl. one matinee) 

                                       Longer runs can be negotiated with the venue.  

 

For booking contact:  

Artistic Director: Kim Charnock 

E Mail: kim@rogueplay.co.uk 

Tel: 0121 643 0022 

RoguePlay mobile: 07746 327284 

Website: www.rogueplay.co.uk 
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